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SFUMATO® and its application in practise at two-class school in Horní Dvořiště in the
school year 2006/2007
SFUMATO® methodics uses a special technique of reading. Its methodical
steps simulate slow-motion process of perfect performance of adult reader, which is
automatized. Substance of SFUMATO® consists in fluent passing of fixation eye
motion to sacadic eye motion from one to another in exact succession.
This technique is based on:
• perfect knowledge of letter details
• initial long exposition of speech sounds („calling")
• legato (bound) reading, during which an eye is passing in exact succession from
letter to letter before the voice exposition.
SFUMATO® prevents problems, which outlast at other reading methods.
After going through several seminars and summer school I have utilized this
technique at teaching of reading in the first class at two-class school in Horní
Dvořiště. Pupils worked very good and at the end of the school year 2006/2007 they
all read fluently with understanding and without any problems.
